Berkhamsted Schools Joint Travel Forum
Road Monster Music Video

Dear Parents,
The Berkhamsted Schools Joint Travel Forum
The Berkhamsted Schools Joint Travel Forum is a collaborative group with governor
and parent representatives from Berkhamsted schools and members of the Herts CC
Safe and Sustainable Journeys team. It was set up with the following aims:
•

To achieve safe, independent travel to school for children in Berkhamsted.

•

To support and promote the use of sustainable modes of travel for school
journeys, especially walking, cycling and scooting.

The Joint Forum does not replace individual school travel forums but operates as an
umbrella group for Berkhamsted school travel matters, identifying issues where
working and acting together would better achieve the above aims.
The Road Monster Campaign and Music Video
The Joint Travel Forum has been helping to launch the Herts County Council Road
Monster Campaign in Berkhamsted schools. As the latest part of this campaign,
there are plans to shoot a music video in the town with the participation of pupils from
as many local schools as possible. Ashlyns students are currently scripting and
writing the music for the video with the support of industry professionals and
teachers. We are most grateful to these individuals, who are offering their valuable
time and providing crucial expertise. It is an ambitious project, but we hope it will be
an exciting opportunity for the children.
Important Information for Parents
If your child wishes to participate in the music video, we will need to receive the
relevant permissions from you. As we have limited time and resources for the filming
it is crucial that permissions are all sorted before filming begins. We will provide
further details in the New Year and forms will be sent out in due course.
We are sending out a request via newsletters and Facebook, for pedal/electric cars
and go-karts for use in the video. Do contact us if you have any vehicle suitable for a
child to drive. We are also looking for any volunteers to help customise vehicles for
the film. We are most grateful for all offers of help.
Looking forward to hearing from you
The Joint Berkhamsted Schools Travel Forum Team

The Thomas Coram Church of England School representative is:Kathleen Donald on charlied98@aol.com

